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Affirmative Action Exists

By Doug Graham and Brad Lane

Every year, a groan goes up from
around the grade board: "Icnn't possibly
get a j o b i f I'm not on Law Review.''

Happily, the same students find out that

jobs are readily available to nll Michigan
grads, not just those who grind away in the

citechecking carrels.
Still, membership
on the Review, Journal, and Yearbook
The
cannot be completely discounted.
publications give students an intensive
writing experience far beyond the basics
taught in case club.

Also, the third-year

editorial boards of these publications
choose which articles will be printed, thus

determining many of the legal issues

which will be publicly debated. Perhaps
most importantly, the publicat.ions serve
as a springboard to silk stocking firms
where
clerkships
judicial
individual's efforts can result in major
legal change.

and

ThePublications' Perr;pectjye

The Michigan Law Heview (MLR) is
the only Michigan law publication to have
Last
an affirmative action program.
year's application encourag(ld applicants
to submit a personal statement of 50 words
or less indicating "special factors'' which

the Review should consider in reaching
membership deci:nons. The application
notes

that

Review

the

considers

in Publications?

membership in a racial or ethnic gr oup
historically
been
has
which
under represente d o n theReview stafftobe

relevant i n the selection process and also
indicates that the Review would consider
socioeconomic obstac les and "specia l

perspectives" .
MLR Editor-in- Chief John West is

suppo rtive of the affirmative action
He believes that the progr am
program.
and the writing competition reflect the
Revie w's intere st in creati ng some
diversity in the heavily white, male
dominated staff. Law reviews at other
schools have also adopted affirmative

Review approved a plan which will select
up to .5 .spots a year on the basis of race or
bnck?r o u n d ,
c u l t u r a�
e t h mcJ�y,
.
.
nationahty, umque pnor ex pe nence, or
physical handicaps. Virginit has never
had

a

black or Hispanic memtx>r on its

"The 1 ack of minority
representation this year on theReview is a
result of a small number of applicants,"
states West. "Many who would be strong
candidates never apply to the Review."
Review.

Mary Jo Newborn, a third-y<"ar Note
Editor for the Review, believes an
was
program
action
affirma tive

necessary.

action plans. Recimtly, the Virginia L aw

"Traditionally, people of color
�ACCEPTABLEpageFOUR

We Have the Goat

Coat LostinTropics Party&
Vol.35 No.l8

LS 3 Considers Racism
By �oth Zimmerman
Rac1sm on the campus at large and

in the law school in particular was the

main topic of discussion at this week's

LSSS meeting. In the perception of many
Senate representatives racism has grown

worse here over the past few years. A
.
comm1ttee has been formed to consider

action that the Senate can take to address
the problem .

The possibility of inviting

speakers to the Law School to encourage
discussion and consciousness raising
about combatting racism was raised.
The dean search committee is
narrowing the field, but no significant
developments are expected until after
Spring break.

Dean

Sandalow's tenure

will officially end on June

1, and it is

hoped that a formal announcement of the

committee's choice will be made before
that time.
--

$2,500.00 has been allocated for

refurbishing the

TV

room in the lawyer's

club next yenr. The bad news is that th
will be a 5.8% increase in room and

00:�

fees.
The Domino Dot Contest will come to

a screeching halt this Friday at 5:00 pm.
Don't miss that deadline!

This year's National Law School

Sof\.ball Tournament will be held at the

University of Virginia on March 28th and
This year' each school will be
29th.
Teams
restricted to only two teams.
wishing to enter the tournament should
contact

Bruce

Caldwell..

Courtade '

or

Mike

A man's black long wool coat was
mistakenly

taken

from

evening's Tropics Party.

Saturday
The

Culpepper: Hot Topic

senate

re q uests that whoever has the coat to return

it to lost and found in room 300.
--------.

recover their property if they can show that

ByJimKomie

"We haven't stopped organized crime
in any way by attacking lawyers.

We

haven't affected the dope trade in any way
by attacking lawyers," claimed W. Otis
Culpepper in a speech last Thursday at the
law school.
Culpepper, a Detroit criminal defense
lawyer

who

gained notoriety

in

his

defense of members of Young Boys, Inc.,
asserted that the federal government's
recent use of forfeiture provisions to grab
attorney fees in the hands of attorneys was
an attempt to deny "talented counsel" t o
defendants.
fn

Culpepper's

eyes,

forfeiture

of

attorneys fees is just ar.other way the
government has devised to win.
Both

the

RICO

(RaC'keteering

Influenced Corrupt Organizations) Act
and federal drug felony statutes contain
extensive forfeiture provisions. Among
things, these provisions allow
property t ainted by illegal activity to be
other

forfeited to the government even though the
property has passed into the hands of a
__of Monroo and Tappan. See editorial, page 2-

third party.
These third parties may later seek to

they were ignorant of the fact that the

property derived from illegal actiyjty.
Attorneys, however, have a hard time
convincing courts that they had no idea
that their fees from indicted clients could
have been tainted.
As a result, many lawyers will not
accept cases involving theRICO and drug
statutes. This forces defendants who
cannot come up with untainted money to
rely on public defenders.
Culpepper found this option unsatis factory, mostly because public defenders

10

generally lack the

or more years of

experience that he felt a criminal defense
lawyer needed tobe truly effective.

According to Culpepper, the threat of fee

forfeiture is just one way the federal
government has

of

putting

criminal

defense lawyers out of business. "If your
going to do the&f'

[drug] cases, you're

going

to have to be aware that the government is
looking for ways to

get rid of good

lawyers," he said.
Culpepper claimed that he has been
under

c o n t i n u ing
��ee

investigation,

CULPEPPER page FIVE
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MaNJiing Editor: Bnd Lane
FtDhlrt.s: Bob Mullen
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Siding Against Aluminum
LAST

WEEK, at a meeting of the University of
Michigan Board of Regents, board member Veronica
Smith commented on the aesthetic qualities of the
Legal Research .Building. Specifically, she singled·
out the aluminum additions which cling to the
exterior walls of the structure. She doesn't like them.
Had we been there, our response would surely
have been "who doea?'' ln this photog enic land of the
neo- and not-so-neo-eothic, these aluminum
embarrassments stick out like a pair of funny nose
glasses on the Mona Lisa. Ostensibly, the additions
wore made of aluminum because, as reported by
reasonably weU-informed sources, that metal would
"age." Uad this fact been on the minds of the original
architects of the law quad, we might conceivably be
atudying in ivy-covered quonset huts right now.
Given the fact that nobody on the Board of
Regents likes the aluminum additions, Vice-President
James Brinkerhof posited that the inhabitants of the
law school must like them. To this assumption w e
can only join the opinion of D ean Sandalow who
said, in not so many words, "what??'' In d eed, if here
is any brave soul out there among the readership
who can defend these grotesqueries, we will
cheerfuUy print your submissions.
We have already endorsed the i d e a of
renovating the classrooms inside Hutchins Hall. The
regents have now gone one step further, and have
come out in favor of renovating the outside of the
school as well We applaud their initiative. and their
.
ampeccable good taste.

t

I

Disbarred

T WAS A PLEASANT WEEK to be studying in
the Reading Room. The vast majority of the
undera-raduate population has fled for warmer
climes, and so once again the Law library has
returned to the possession of its rightful claimants.
There is always talk around the school about
how undergrad access to the library should be
curtailed or eliminated. Perhap s the lines aN most
sharply drawn around the Bar. Despite the fact that
it i s usually filled with undergrads on any given
night, we are assured that it is a law school snack bar
for law school students.
But the Bar is closed this week, and won't open
again until next Monday. Strangely, next Monday is
the day classes start up again for the undergrads,
and is the beginning of spring break for the law
students. And yet it it is truly restricted to law
students, why isn't the Bar open this week and closed
ned week? And who will be using the Bar next
week, if not law students?
We were just curious.

Pope Visits Headbangin' Town
By Jocko Knappman
Pope John Paul II, head (on th.is planet, at Jeasst) of
the Roman Catholic Church, is coming to the United
States next September. He's even going to visit Detroit
and celebrate mass at the Pontiac Silverdome (which is
dre the Giant
also going to be the site for the visit of
for Wrestlemania Ill).
I'm Catholic. Personally, fve always thought it's
cool that the Pope is around for me. Some religions
don't have a man at the top, a central coordinamr if you

Aft

wilL In that regard, the Pope is sort of like having a
head coach on the sidelines instead of up in the press
box. And the best part is, that nobody else has a Pope, so
I get t6 be a bit arrogant about the whole thing. Like,
except for the Baghwan, who else is there who gives out
what amounts to advisory opinions so you can go back
and alter the evidence? Then again, the Bahgwan
cruises around in a Rolls Royce wh.ile the Pope rode in
a modified Ford Bronco last time I saw, so maybe I
should worry more that I'm getting outclassed.
But what happens when the image meets reality?
Let's face it, is the Pope all that groovy a role model?
For a guy, he sure wears a lot of robes. Is he alweays
just coming out of the shower or what?
For years and years, until he was an old man,
nobody knew who he was. He wasn't going to get
married or have a family. He wasn't even doing
anyth.ing about building a financial nest egg. Then,
all of a sudden, all of those years of studying and
praying pay off and he gets elected Pope. So what's the
first th.ing he does? Change his name. Does that make
sense? He moves from Poland to Rome, which some

would see as a favorable event. in his life, but he must
have had a rough time at the border explruning why he
had I.D. in two different names on him.
The Pope talks a lot in Latin, which nobody but
bishops (who all want to be Pope someday, which is
worse career odds than an associate at a New York
firm) can really understand. And he just can't open a
window at the Vabcan and yel1 "Happy New Year" or
even shoot off a shotgun when the time comes. Instead,
he goes on TV and says "Happy ;\ew Year" in a ton of
With all of the expensive
different languages.
paintings the Pope has to look at in Rome, you would
think he could afford to hire translators instead. I
guess he's just not very organized.
The Pope doesn't allow artificial birth control,
abortion, or women priests. All I say about this is that
it's a lot easier to be spiritual when you're not going to
be affected either way.
I can't help visualizing the Silverdome Mass as a
sort of Pope Live in Concert. Are people going to camp
out in the Student Union to get tickets? Who will open
for him, the Lords of the New Church? Will there be
Pope Wanna-Bes who come dressed in cassocks? Are
nuns going to rush the alter during the sermon? The
possibilities are endless, right up to John Paul ll
saying, "Detroit audiences are the best Catholics in the
wol'}dl"
A lot of people don't know th.is, but any baptized
male can become Pope. That means that, theoretically,
there's a chance for Pope Jocko. I wonder if I should
send my resume?
Except I worry what will happen ifG<>d dings me.

Trickle Down Legal Services

By Reid J. Rozen
I can't wait until I can attend my first American
Bar Association convention. Pulling the hotel fire
alarm at four in the morning, dropping water bombs
from the hotel windows onto distinguished jurists
below, ordering hundreds of dollars of room service for
the guy next door-! envision it as something like a
Shriners' convention, minus the funny hats and little
cars.
Which is why I laughed heartily when I heard
that Clark Durant, the chairman of the Legal Services
Corporation. advocated the deregulation of the legal
profession and the discontinuation of funding for his
own organization. Surely, Mr. Clark must have been
participating in the light-heartedness of the occasion,
cheering up the grim conventioneers who must sorely

miss Ch.ief Justice Warren Burger's annual harangue
about lawyer advertising.
But Durant was, unfortunately, in earnest. If this
country needs anything more than a good five-cent
cigar, it is a lot fewer earnest conservatives who
propose cutting federal funding for the poor in order to
benefit the less fortunate. I was just getting accustomed
to the idea that the sub-minimum wage will help black
teens earn more by paying them less-something that,
by the way, the Congress might want to trunk about the
next time they have to squirm through another
automatic pay hike-when th.is proposal comes along.
Too much of a good thing, I thought, let's take this
benevolence thing one step at a time.
To be fair to Durant, he coupled his proposal for
the evisceration of the LSC with the deregulation of the
bar. This way, with just about anyone able to practice
law, fees would be cut in the ensuing price war as the
ever-increasing number of attorneys light for a fairly
constant pool of litigant-customers. And just as the
airline industry's low fares led to a surge in air travel,
lower fee schedules in the legal arena will benefit the
disadvantaged litigant who can only afford those cut
rate and semi-skilled lawyers who will be peculiarly
available to the poor. Voodoo jurisprudence or trickle-

down legal aid, call it what you will, for the little guy it
will be better than winning the Publisher's
Clearinghouse sweepstakes when the Legal Services
Corporation is finally lowered into its deserving
grave.
Admittedly, however, there are those people who
couldn't even afford the services of the Joel Hyatt
rejects and deregulated graduates of law schools
located in trailer parks-these, undoubtedly, are the
same people who stubbornly refuse to buy airline tickets
despite the bonanza of deregulation. How will they pay
Well, Durant, who seems
for legal services?
concerned enough for the huddled masses to have
thought of every contingency, proposes the system
whereby the losing party must p a y the prevailing
party's legal fees.
What a boon for the stout-hearted, fearless, yet
indigent litigant who, daunted by the notion of paying
one attorney's fees, thinks notlung of paying for two.
Certainly, the practice of the loser paying the winner's
costs incurred in conjunction with the lawsuit is
appealing-the British seem to be doing jolly well with
it-and would sE>em to cut down on the number of
frivolous lawsuits. It would also cut down on the
number of meritorious lawsuits by p-eople to whom the
dire financial consequences of losing overshadow the
prospective rewards of winning.
If nothing else, Durant's message was a
heartening reminder that there are still some people
who think there are too few attorneys :in America. Lord
love 'em, that's what I think too. But to think of the
proliferation of incompetent attorneys as a panacea for
the poor is to stretch the bounds of credulity. What the
poor need is not the opportunity to wager their financial
fate on the dubious skills of a deregulated advocate, but
the opportunity to have competent counsel, perhaps
made available through LSC funding, so that those
victimized by the economic system will not likewise
suffer in the legal system.
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Letters
HLSAAdvocatesUse ofWriting Samples

To the Editor:

publication. An effective and creative publication editor

Thank you for the opportunity to express our opinion
o n the pressing

and often misunderstood role of

Affirmative Action in publication competition. Because
the three publications are important national fora of
legal scholarship and discourse, and because the latest
Census survey indicates that Hispanics will be our

or writer is more than just an ·A' student - she is a

competent writer, a rigorous thinker and a zealous

student with diverse experiences who has overcome
adversity.

scholarship

American legal

has been

impoverished too long by admitting those whose cultural
and professional milieu have allowed them to master a
by admitting those whose achievements and

nation·s largest minority by the year 2000, the Hispanic

pedagogy;

Law Students Association strongly believes that. none of

backgrounds are the same; and by insisting on only one

these publications can accurately reflect the ]aw·s

criteria of merit.

responsibility to American society without Hispanic

Affirmative

representation.

It is our position that each publication

should place more emphasis on the writing competition.
This year·s Review editorial staff was not chosen on

Action

is

designed

to

cure

this

structural underrepresentation by looking at the big
picture:
which

school or a company, you no longer need it) nor a
panacea

it

(where

dispels

traditional

yardsticks

have

each publication will reveal the skills which grades

The Hispanic Law Students Association is confident.
that ··proof" of analyzing and writing abilities through
grades is no more objective than demanding criticism of
writing samples.

Stressing natural writing talent and

the overcoming of adversity wil1 better tell an editor who
will contribute more to her publication.
AdanA. Gonzalez, ID

in

overlooked

education and jobs.

alone were poor indicators of who could best lead the

neither a one-shot deal (where once you get into law

or jealousy).

overlook- and widen the breadth of insight.

it solicits skills, talents, and contributions

grades alone because experience had taught that grades

prejudice

Instead, more aggressive Affirmative Action policies on

Chairperson, IILSA

Affirmative Action is therefore

Peaceful Protest Preferable to Intolerance

To the Editor:
Here I s:it, still a naive individual, incapable of
looking up words, confusing AIDS with fnshion, Meese

with dignity, and in general, failing w comprehend the

ways of the world.
fail me.

Boy did my law school education

I can•t even spell ··abhorrence·· and I'm still

not sure what the first (sic) was for.
But before I go any further, I'd like to say thot I'm
willing to wager my law school diploma that there isn"t
much difference between Mr. Petit, Mr. Myers, and
I support all the right (left?) causes and then

myself.
some.

I admire the work Jim and Marty have done at

this school and in the area of public interest law.
So where's the beer? Maybe I just haven·t been too
proud of the way the left has presented their viewpoints

lately, and maybe I just think there's got to be a better
(and less intolerant) way.
Of course it would be ignoring the limitations of
language and my own skill to expect everyone to
understand my exact thesis. In fact there seems to be
some differences in interpretation between Mr. Myers
and Mr. Petit themselves. Mr. Myers alleges that 1
··inexcusably ignore the fact that posters, newsletters
and positions papers of the left are de-stroyed at least as
frequently as those of the right." Mr. Petit, however,
concludes that I "neither downplay nor ignore the fact
that

both

sides,

right

and

left,

in...trashing each other's literature.'·

have

engaged

I think I made it

quite clear that rm against any form of intolerance
from the left or the right.

(I'd quote myself but Yale

Kamisar has a patent on that).
I thinkMr. Petit only gives me credit on this point,
however, so that he can next say that I find writing
··Ams··

on

the

LGLS

bulletin

board

to

be

'"fashionable··. T o soy this requires a leap o f logic
which I cannot follow and did not imply.
This
conclusion is so silly that it's almost funny.

Almost.

I"d use strongt'r language but I'd like to send a copy of
this to my Mom and 1 wouldn•t want her to get upset.

(Hi Mom).
So much for what I didn't say, ht're's what I meant

to say: Mr. Petit, when I talked about. dignity in my
article I wasn·t talking about reverence toward Ed

Meese. I was talking about dignity for the views you
represent.

By acting destructively, the left only

manages to discredit themselves and illegitimate their
views. They allow the media to focus on the eggs and
snowballs instead of the speakers, the chants instead of
the reasons, and the noise level instead of the words
being spoken. "Hey Hey, Ho Ho, Ed Meese Has Got To
eo·· has a nice beat and maybe you can dance to it, but it
doesn't say much.

Jim, you have more education and eloquence than I

(not to mention better proofreading skills). Make your
••thunder and lightning" with speeches instead of

slogans and your effect will be much greater.

Some

would argue that the protests in question are more

me Hke

�

monopoly of the left. (Incidentally, this group

has as httle funding as any group

on

the left.

They

effective ways of getting a point across. They may be

haven•t pubHshed a second newsletter after their first

right, but I don•t believe so, and this is where our

was destroyed because they don't have the money.)

differences lie, in our approaches, not our views.

Turning to Mr. Myers, I find his argument a

familiar one; the left must express itself through protest
such as these because the right has a "monopoly on the
Well you've come a long way

marketplace of ideas".

baby, and the world is not as bad as you think.
First, on what level do you wish to define "the
marketplace"'?

If the level is the University, or even

Even on a national scale things aren•t quite so
grim. Eighty percent of media reporters claim to lean
to the left.

Dan Rather is not such a bnd guy after all.

The main danger of Mr. Myers' point of view is
who decides when things are no longer fair, and
_
no longer has to follow the rules? Who
that one s1de

th:is:

determines when "parity" is achieved, so that First
Amendment rights can be "peacefully··

Ann Arbor, wake up and smell the coffee, Marty, the

again?

left is in the majority. It is unlikely that you will ever

action is necessary?

live in such a sympathetic community for the rest of

your Ufe. The basement groups in general lean more to

exercised

And who decides when even more "radical"

Finally, there are many ways of expression that
needn•t be conventional but can still be positive,

the left than to the right, the U ofM students are very

peaceful, and effective. Event. as big as Hands Across

issue conscious, Ann Arbor has a sister city in

America, Farm Aid, Comic Relief, or as small as

Nicaragua, and possibly the most liberal political
representatives in the State.

The newspapers are

liberal and forums abound for liberal causes.

So in

this oasis of openness is it necessary that MSA
Representative Gus Teschke should decide on his own
to exclude the newspaper of a conservative group, the
Coalition For Democracy in Central America, from the

Peace and Justice table merely because "'I decided i t

The type of protests I find

building a shanty.

disturbing are the type that capitalize on disrupting the
person or viewpoint they oppose instead of making their
own platform. Are these recent events really the stuff
that great political change is made or?

I think it"s

hardly "thunder and lightning" to drown out a Peace
Corps Commemoration Speech or disrupt a dinner.
Sounds more like indigestion to me.

Update on Recent SFF Activities
Kim Stelter

wasn't the kind o f stuff w e want to present"'? Seems to

To the Editor:
Student

fundraising, publicity, and our many administrative

Funded

Fellowships

is

pleased

Colin

announce the following additions to our Board:
Chapman (2L), Jeff Compton (lL), Holly Fechner
John Stimson(lL), and Barron Wallace (lL).

to

(lL),

'These

four were chosen from a group of twenty candidates, all
of whom were

oustanding.

This unprecedented

showing of interest was both a burden and a benefit for
S.F.F.
The large number of applicants was a burden in
that the current second-year Board members were
forced to make many difficult decisions, and to turn
down many fine people.

It is not the habH, nor the

desire of S.F.F. to tum people away. Our basic purpose
as

an organization is to provide

public interest

opportunities to dedicated individua1s. Saying "no·· is
antithetical to this policy.
While a burden existed, it was far outweighed by
the benefit we experienced. The outpouring of interest
has shown S.F.F. that the futuTe of public interest law is
bright indeed, and all twenty applicants are part of
this. So too are those individuals who attended the first
S.F.F. membership meeting on February 16th. This
newly created membership will be a vital part of S.F.F.

tasks.

The minimal time commitment put in will

achieve great results.
S.F.F.

invites

and

encoura.ges all

interested

individuals to become membera of S.F.F. to help in the
upcoming campaign, and to plan and implement future
The next membership meeting will be
activities.

Tu-esday, March

10.

Look

exact time and place. If you

for signs announcing the
are

interested in becoming

a member, place a not.e in Bob Labes' pendatlex.
S.F.F. would also like to remind everyone that
applications are available in the placement office.

If

you have questions about the process of finding a public
interest job, contact Nancy Radner (3L) or Holly
Fechner

(1L), who are the two Board members running

the newly-formed S.F.F. Job-Aid Committee.

If you

have questions concerning the work-study procedure,
contact Board members Nancy Radner or Barron
Wallace.
Once again, S.F.F. would like t o encourage
everyone to share in the excitement that we can see
the exciting future of public interest law at the
University of Michigan.

Student Funded Fellowships
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Publication Selection Procedure Acceptable
contin�!rom�eONE

have been excluded from lhe upper level of
the profession. To recognize a difference
in color is to simply recognize reality.
There have only been 5 or 6 people in the
history of the Review that were
minori�es." . Newbo � sees a bene fi� in
_
the d1_v � rs1ty wh1ch th� wn t1 ng
_
competition
affirmatiVe action
and

program bring about: .. It is a productive
and beneficial program because when you
have the widest TADge of talent to produce a
product ... you necessarily hav � a be_tter
� rodu�t. Newborn concurs With EditorIO·Chle: �ohn
West t�a t
better
�ommum�atJon to students IS necessary.
PublicatiOns should have more outreach
the apprlcati on
'
to stu dents regard 1ng
process."
The Journal of Law Reform does not
have an affirmative action program.
Steve Greene, Editor-in-Chief, cannot
recall anytime in the past that there has
been one. Furthermore, the Journal sees

no need to change its position. Citing past
proportionate representation of minorities,
Greene believes the present selection
procedures are effective. ..The Journal
accepts students on the basis of their firstyear case c:lub brief or the writing
competition, and not. on the basis of
grades. Our experience has been that
through our normal selection procedures
we have, on average, accepted the same
ratio of minority applicants as we have
non-minority applicants."
This year's underrepresentation of
minorities in the junior staff ranks is a
statistical aberration, Greene feels.
"Although the percentage of minority
applicants to the Journal each year has
approximated the percentage of minorities
in the Law School, this past year we had
extremely few minority applicants. If
there is a problem, then the eolution lies in
increasing the number of minorities who
apply to the publications:
Greene sees room for improvement in
recruiting.
This can be done through
visits to case clubs and student groups.
"Minorities should be encouraged to apply
to the publications- probably to a greater

are

extent than they
now."
Like the Journal, the Yearbook of
International Legal Studies Jack an
affirmative action program. Ted Strong,
Managing Editor : recalls that a program
like the Review s was considered and
rejected in the early ·so·s. This year, the
matter was not thoroughly dealt with
because of a Jack of time- the Yearboo k is
behind in its publishing schedule and is in
a process of reorganization.
John Kuzmik
Editor-in-Chief
believes that the pub ication is a "dife
f ren
kind of beast" than the other publications,
since it is specialized in subject matter
and audience. The application procedure
IOr this speciall·zatl·on on
account S r
borderline cases. "The Yearbook staff is
chosen primarily on the basis of their

i

t

minority
encourage
effectively
participation.
T h e Yearbook
is
appreciative of the diversity of its

membership.
We w;ll continue to
administer our organization fairly, and

with respect for those students who by
reason of race or ethnic lmckgroun_d have
in the past not been presented WJth the
opportunities available to the white
majority...

BLSASpeaksOut

The Black Law Students Alliance
(BLSA) believes the writing compet lt. ion
and affirmative action program are
structurally sound a.n..d are working well.
BLSA
Chairperson
Pam
Jones
commented: "Alternative selection
methods eliminate potential bias which a
grade-only system can have. We still
_
_
_
·-----

Minority representation on the Michigan Law Review has been
historically scanty. In the last 25 years, only six minority students
have been on this publication. Prior to changes in the selection process
in 1983, the last black man invited to join the Review was Harry
Edwards ('6S), now a federal Court of Appeals judge. Before him,
Amayla Kearse ('62), also a federal Court of Appeals judge, made
Review.
This year, two of the three Michigan publications the Law
Review and the Journal of Law Reform-failed to attract any minority
junior staffers and the other-the International Yearbook-only had one
minority student on junior staff.
writing ability. Unlike the other journals
at the Law School, the Yearbook also gives
consideratio n to an applicant's life
experiences, interests, abilities and
that
are
relevant
to
ambitions
international Jaw scholarship. The credit
given for subjective criteria is by no
means dispositive. In fact, the extra points
can only be influential for those
applicants whose writing sample places
them squarely in the middle of the
applicant p0<>1:·
Kuzmik believes that an affirmative
action program was considered as far
back as the mid-seventies.
Such a
prog ram was never instituted, however.
"Need1ess to say, the current Yearbook
selection process is one of equal access, not
affirmative action. It is our intent to work
closely with various student groups to

don't believe that the anonymous grnding
system is operating fairly." Jones pointed
to a case where a professor admitted
breaching the anonymous grading policy
and stated that this breach was confirmed

by Dean Sandalow.
Jones and Vice-Chairperson Carl
Anderson were unconcerned that
minority members were not selected this
year on the Review. "Before the writing
competition and affirmative action
program, the last black on Review
graduated in 1965.
Under the new
selection procedures, minorities have
generally done much better."

Fac
u
ltyPerspe
c
tives

The faculty appear satisfied with the
admission policies of the publications.
Dean Sue Eklund believes that there is no
problem with representat ion on the

publications. Her overall impression is
that times have changed; making it onto a
publica�ion is not as d1rectly linked to
gaining suitable future employment as it
was a decade ago. A second reason may be
that there are a number of clinics
available to stude � ts
a more
With
_
_
bro�d�ned adm1ss1ons
pohcy toward
adm1tttng more mature students, many of
theM students may prefer exerting their
extracurricular enerrpes in clinics for
family, child advocacy, immigration o r
enviromental law.
.
Dean Ala� St�llwnson pmnted out that
.
last yea� a m1nonty clnss was unusually
small.
The no�,al num�r of students
_ _
that would qualify for spec1al adrmss1ons
shou)d �between 10% to a. 0
fthe student

:2m

population. You can see It bounces up and

down: 58 in 1986, 33 in 1985, and 54 in
1984:·
Professor Sallyanne Payton was

mvolved in the adoption of an affirmative
action plan while she was on the Stanford
Law Review.
Some of her colleagues
expressed their concern over the possibility
of reverse discrimination. "Prior to 1968,
those minorites that were admitted to the
Review were perceived as being much
better than their white colleagues. ...
When blacks were admitted in the
seventies with lower qualifications, some
believed that this damaged the credentials
of those admitted prior to '68. It was my
position, when I was on the Stanford Law
Review, that we ought no t be worried about
being stigmatized - we can look out for
ourselves."
Professor Payton believes that any
present underrepresentation problem on
the Review will be solved in the near
future: "The problem before was pre-law
The quality of
academic preparation.
of minority students is
education
convergtng with the quality of students in
general. In the past five years, things
have changed dramatically, and I fully
expect the problem to vanish in time maybe within five years. To cast it in
racial terms retards our ability to deal
with the problem of pre-law school
preparation."

Reviewer Shoots "From the Hip" On This One
'ByJim Komie

I felt like a soldier being sent to the
.
.
.
. .-f
ront when my new Editor-1n-Ch1ef srua
he thought "it might be a good idea" if I
went to see From the Hip ' the new Judd
Nelson movie currently playing at the
State Street Theater.From the Hip tells the
story of a first-year associate at a stuffy
Boston law firm ' and this is' after all' a
law school newspaper. In short, relevance.
Still I did not blithe)y hand over m
.
·
$2 .50 u n pa ld mov e
l
i revtew�rs go (o
.
f
l
matinees ) .
harbo red our o b�ections to
my task:
1.) · Writing about something so
obviously connected to the futures of so
many law students would break a longstanding RG tradition against covering
anything our readers might actually be
interested in.
2.) Seldom has a movie cried out more
loudly, KWoof! I am a dog!M The previews
looked terrible, and if the movie oompany

(

·

can't keep you interested for 30 seconds 90
minutes seems like a bad investment of
.
time.
3.) Judd Nelson. The most loathsome
actor currently working in Hollywood. In
·
·
an mtervtew,
N e1 son sal· d h e was
"pumped" about working with From the
Hip co-star John Hurt. Enough said.
4.) The leading character's name is
.
R ob m "S tormy·• weat hers. Few good
movies have main characters named
Stonny.
"'o
se From the Hip
L' my comple".... surpn'
·
•
is not a bad movie. Aside from Nelson, the
film has an excellent cast. Foremost
among these is Hurt- John, that is, as in
The Elephant Man and 1984, not William
as in The Big Chill or Mary Beth as in The
•

.

.
r
acc:Jsed of
h ere as an E ng11sh protessor
.
bludgeomng a w0man to death·
From the Hip also features Elizabeth
Perkins• who$e best-known role was as
.
8t N.
1ght·
0em! Moore,s 1nen
1'. •
d 10 About La
Once a ain she is uite ood If nothing
else P ki s deserv s a s eci l Oscar for
hnvtng
!
t0 d0 10 ve scenes W1. thfiNe 1so n.

!,

.

�

� ;

�

World According To Garp.

In lesser r o1e s we have a ew refugees.
For one, Pee Wee from the Po�kY 8 saga
.
who plays another young associate. You 11
also notice Sidney Freedman, the
psycho�nal�st from M• •s•H
.
If this s hght co�nection to Porky s 1s
not enoug� to entice you to the thea�r,
maybe y�u ll come around up?n learning
that the _director of From_ the Hlp was al:"'
.
beheve
1t or not, the director of Porky s.

Buckley drool. Hurt does an ex<:ellent turn

The plot coes 110methinc like this:
Nelson is a first-year associate who is
tired of being stuck in the library (two
pointe for realism). More than anything

The lizard-like Hurt is another in a
long line of intelligent British actors with
the sort of diction that makes William F.

.

•

�

·

•

,

•

�

else, he wants to htigate. In typically
ftY 1·t·
I 1ga tor cash·on Nelson arranges
era
to ••Jose" a memo telhng a partner when a
'al
small case IS co��ng
The day 0f
amves, he artner is
unprepared and Nelson steps inP• the on1Y

.

tn

•

·

•

� tn �

�

member �f the firm
a
to � th� �e�
�
b
The
ts supposed
m
na
e, u
unw
th e
wins
Nelson
surprise
everyone's
to

case

trial·
.
The only person n� t su_rpnsed by hi s
victory is Nelson, pnmanly because be
fixed the case (an old friend of his was the
.
.
opposmg counsel). The �nly thing N�1 son
didn't count on _ is that his unconventional
litigation te�hruque� would attract a gr�at
deal of media attention, thereby attrac�ng
the attention_of Hurt, who promptly deades
t�at _Nel�on IS la�er he wanU: to defend
him m h1s upcommg murder
Not a bad plot. Not a lmd �ovte. N� a
bad way to spend two hours while you s P

tn�.

your seminar.
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Moot Ct. Semi-News
By Steve Hunter
Can the Jaw school search your locker
for weapons? Half the moot court semi
finalist would undoubtedly say "no", and
argued against the search of high school
students and their lockers in Monday and
yesterday's moot court semifinals.
The competition problem centered
around a small Calfomia town with a
hlstory of high school violence. To combat
the problem, the powers that be instituted a
school wide search of students and their
lockers. Naturally, when one young
offender was expelled, he sued. That
allowed the ACLU types and the law and
order folks to square off, and the rest is
history.
The sem1-finals were judged by the
trio of Professors Kamisar, Kauper and
Litman. Last years competition featured
five semi-final round judges, but
unfortunately, most of the faculty was
extremely busy tlus year and the Campbelt
Competition Board was unable to acquire

five faculty judges. As of this writing it is
not known which tenms advanced and
which did not.
Anotherchangein the competition this
year was the all new topic for the second
round. This change was brought on by the
presence of Suprt>me Court Justice
William Brennan to judge the final
round. Brennan informed the Campbell
Competition Board that the first round topic
closely resembled a case the high court
will hear in the future, and to avoid a
conflict he requested the topic be changed.
The topic was changed to the school search
issue, wruch was chosen because it still
centered around fourth amendment issues
and thus minimized new research for
semi-finalists.
The final round of Moot. Court will be
March 11, beginning at 2:30 in room 100.
Spectators are encouraged to arrive early
to get seats because a large crowd is
expected.

Singers Warble Their
Way Thru School
By Betsy Grimm
The courageous birds abiding in the
bare-branched trees of Michigan's winter
seem to warble sweetest on the cruelest of
February days; no one knows exactly
· why. Likewise, from time immemorial
(or as far back as this reporter cared to
delve before deadline) law students have
convened in small groups, taken on
apparently obligatory musico-lcgal
names, and pooled their varied choral
talents and experience to create music in
the midst of their travail. At least three
such groups currently meet regularly for
rehearsals in the Lawyers Club's main
lounge.
The lleadnotes, an LSSS-sponsored
group of twelve vocalists, are undoubtedly
the best-known of the school's groups.
Their origins are obscure, according to
member Tonia Hap, but the group has been
around for at least five years.
The
Headnotes have no designated full-time
director; members prefer to share
leadership responsibility on a month-to
month basis, and the entire group chooses
the voices who will replace outgoing

members when auditions are held in early
September of each year. "We all go to the
Brown Jug and just basically reach a
consensus," says Hap of the process of
choosing new rn<"mbers.
Prospective
Headnotes are asked to sing a song
everyone knows and to do some sight
reading.
The Headnoles perform a variety of
kinds of music, the group's three voices in
each part lending them a versatility that
smaller groups lack. According to Hap,
everyone contributes music in the first few
rehearsals of the year, and the group
decides which pieces work and which
don't with some preferences in mind:
virtually every spring concert of the
Headnotes includes a motet, for instance,
and the group is known for its be-bop
sounds.
Headnotes hopefuls and fans alike
can hear the group perform in its own
spring concert and as part of the Law
Revue.
Some time in April a group of seven
songsters will also add its talents to the
concert schedule in the Club's main

r

Moot Court semi-finali.sis get their briefs in order.

lounge. Known as the Citations, the group
was born when several sum mer starters
discovered not only that they wanted to
sing but also that the limited size of the
Headnotes could not accommodate them
all. Although she disclaims the role of
founder, director Marcella David did most
of the organizing of the fledgling group
last semester and continues to bear most of
the responsibility for arranging
performances and selecting music.
David is also the group's biggest
booster. She characterizes the Citations'
style as "extravagant. ...you can tell that
by the music that we sing.'' Musical
selections range from three-part English
medieval song to spirituals, wi th both
known and unknown modern pieces
rounding out the repertoire. "I like to
trunk that we are less 'sophisticated' than
the other two groups," says David. "We're
still discovering, not set in any ways."
She adds, .. There's no format to

,n<>t.o t.7uno�a Schoeanlw

----�

it...tbough I like to think we getsom.ething
done each week."
Members of the Citations have
varied musical backgrounds; a couple, in
fact, do not sight-read and put in a bit of
extra time with David to learn their parts.
Several members take a more active part
this semester in directing some selections,
expanding their own musical experience
in the process.David sees a bright future
for the group. "I have high hopes, because
we're better organized now. Everybody
has more of a stake in the group."
The third group in the Law School
trilogy, Specific Performance, keeps the
tradition of male barbershop singing alive
in the formerly male bastion of the law
school student body. Mark Pomeroy and
Rick Nagle combine membership in the
Headnotes with participation in the
quartet.
Mark Vickstrom (a former
Headnote) and Andy Crane complete the
group.

Speaker Culpepper Hot on the Law
continued from page 1
introducing himself that afternoon as
'"Grand Jury Probes Narcotics Lawyer' that's me." He also noted that police have
sea.rched his house.
Culpepper felt that a black attorney
defending "black and third world dopers"
was much more Ukely to face fee forfeiture
than a white attorney representing
investment bankers on insider-trading
charges. He warned black law students
not to drive fancy cars. "If you are black

and your buy anything $50,000 or over,
you're a dope peddler."
Culpepper also spoke about his
experiences defending members of Young
Boys, Inc., a drug ring that gained
notoriety in the press about four years ago.
The group derived its name from the
fact that most of its street operations were
conducted by youths aged 11-17 who could
only be tried in the lenient juvenile courts,
insulating the adults who really ran the
ring from criminal liability.
The Detroit defen.e attorney denied
that there was any big drug ring,

characterizing the operation as a series of
small, independent groups. The
explanation for Young Boys, Inc. lay in
the fact that "the black male population in
Detroit between 17 and 25 has a 60-70%
unemployment rate. Most of them will
take the risk of going to jail or getting
killed. That's what made Young Boys,
Inc. so attractive."
Culpepper said that police found i t
almost impossible to break u p the drug
traffic by conventional means, mostly
because tl-e pushers were so much younger
than the "old and fat" police.

"Because they couldn't catch them in
the act, the government gave them other
tools," the foremost among these being
forfeiture.
Despite all the hassles, Culpepper said
that he really enjoyed being a criminal
defense lawyer. He felt that corporate
lawyers "would probably be bored to death
for the rest of their lives. But that's okay
because they like it."
The speech was sponsored by the
University of Michigan Chapter of the
American Civil Liberties Union.
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Life on the Edge: Parachutes and Mae West
By Jeny Tester
aa

the reserve shoot.

told to Kevin Ruff

Diving--that's skydiving-is one of

12 most dangerous

the world's about
sports.

If you decide to try it you better

bring some guts and courage along for the
ride down. And let me tell you something
else my friend, skydiving is a lot more
than jumping out of a plane and hoping
your shoot opens.
It's complicated,
technical stuff, it takes skill.
my friend.

S-K-1-L-L

You'll know this when your

standing on the edge of eternity, 10,000 feet
and ready to do the chicken.
And if you

don't know it then,

Otherwise your shoot

Quick Or

are often surprised to find how affordable 8

Pull down on your riser straps and

personal security guard can be; they don't

license

plate says: "Think

could open while you're inside the cockpit

Die!"

and air would catch it and you wouldn't

let them fling back up. If it doesn't work I

carry

nevertheless

deploy out the window and you, my friend,

don't need to tell you how long to try this.
Keep

Lastly, write your congressman and lets

go flying through the fuselage squished

bounce!

get to the door in time, the shoot would

like a toad into pavement.

flinging

those babies 'till

you

guns

but

the

be

quite

uniform

can

intimidating.

get those contras the gear they require!

I would like to close by encouraging

And a few quick words on fouJ-ups
in the air. If you finally get up the gusto to

you to leave at least one light on around the
house while you're away. Also, do all you

and you look up expecting to

absence such as a ·cumulating newspapers

drop your twitching body off the wing strut,
see

a billowy

can to eliminate tell-tale signs of your
maiL A small dog would help. A large

shoot and all you have is a couple of

or

flapping bubbles, you've got what we call a

dog is even better. An extremely large dog

Mae West.

in the 400 lb range is hard to find. People

Like the New Hampshire

Jerry Tester, suma cum laude
graduate of the Hal Stempkin School of
Culinary Arts and Para-military
Training , lives in Ann Arbor with hs
i
wife Trixi and sons Haruey and Lou. He
is a security consultant and some-time
soldier of fortu�.

buckethead, you never will--you'll go into
the ground like a fertilizer spike.
S-P-I-K-E I

F-E-R-T-1-L-l-Z-E-R

Thats

FREE COPY OF 'rHE JULY,

1986

MICHIGAN BAR EXAM

&

ANSWERS

I'm a jumper--or at least I've
jumped, which is the same thing. Now you
"Well, just because

might be thinkin':

you've jumped once, it doesn't exactly
make you some kind of expert ya know!"
Wrong, my friend. Wrong. That kind of
limp-Richard attitude will get you killed
some day.
jumper.

If you're

8

jumper you're a

Any bozo sayin' otherwise had

better back
man.

off and 1

mean right now my

If you haven't caught on yet I'm
talkin' ekydivin' today.
all about.

That's what it's

So let's just get something

straight on that score. It's a dangerous
world out there, people. lfyou bite it off, if

you chooee to play hardball, then you better
be willing to swallow it.

That's all I'm

NORD
BAR
REVIEW
COURSE

Ole Bar Exam
Professionals
Since 1955

Donald Nord, J.D.
Executive Director

going to say about it.
And, people, please be a student of
your craft. fm not tellin' ya nutbin' you
don't already know.

or

playin'

piano,

It's like playin' ball,
or playin' i n your

vegetable garden. All I'm saying is that
you've got to know what you're doing and
you've got to have the right tools. You don't
need to be a genius to catch what I'm
saying. You don't see these piano masters
going onto the stage without a piano do ya?
It's no Einstein theory or nutbin. You go
jumping without a shoot and you're dead
is all I'm sayin'.
"Gear"

is

DATE

_
hu
_
r_
s_
_
_
T
._
_
2
T
u
_
e
_
s_
._
Ma rc
h
Fe
_
b ._
6 &_
_

very

big

word

in

skydivin'. Gear is all the stuff you wear
keeps you from making the Big Splash at

32 feet per second squared-that's physics

talk for how fast you're goin' when you

1o

9:00 A.M. TO 1 2:30 P.M.
TIME -----__
__

__

__

si_
d
e
PLACE ___Out_
__

a

on your shoulders, back and belly that

hit. Now

Mr. Nord will be here to conduct an
information table:
___
__
__
__
__
__

_
R_
oo
_m _
1 oo

__

__
__
__
__
__
__
__
__
__
___

__

ATIENTION FRESHMEN-SENIORS PICK UP
_
ENC2
ID_
E V_
_
YOUR FREE OUlUNE OF
__

__
__
__
__

32 feet may not sound very fast

when standing on the ground but heck
when you're standing on the ground the
moon looks the size of a quarter.
A warning here.

When you're all

stoked up in your gear going off to a jump
or just strolling around the neighborhood
practicing

emergency

procedures,

sometimes these peace-lover punks will
give you a hard time. Maybe it's because I
have what my wife calls "just-caught from
really deep down in the ocean red snapper

Nord Bar Review Courses are available for:
Alabama
UUnois

Arizona
Kentucky

Michigan
Pennsylvania

California
�ryland

Nevada

Tennessee

Florida

Georgia

Massachusetts

New Jersey

Ohio

General and Multistate Courses

Multistate Professional Responsibility Course

fish eyes" but when I'm wearin' my gear
people think I'm some psycho Vietnam vet
or something.

I don't know.

If any of

those yellow-bellies give you any trouble
just do what I do. Take off your pack and
smack those sissies like bugs.
Now once you're inside the aircraft
assuming you have the guts to get that faryou've got to keep your arms crossed over

FREE EVIDENCE OUTLINE

'-----'
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Diversions
Game Show Dream Jeopardizes Student
By Do� Graham
I had a few drinks at the Tropics
Party. Well, maybe more than a few. The
full effe<:t didn't hit me until I got into bed.
The spins started slowly, then began to
pick up speed until the room became a
blur. . .
Vanna White stood glistening before
me. For the first time, I noticed the strong
resemblance she had to J. J. White. There
was something about the slope of her nose,
the cut of her cheekbones, and, of course,
her crewcut.
I knew immediately that this was
going to be a bad, alcohol-induced dream.
Vanna didn't appear to notice my terror
and just led me over to the Wheel of
Fortune stage.
Pat Sajak announced the tirst clue:
"An international law professor-7
letters." The contestant to my right, who
bore a strong resemblance to Chuck
Forrest the Jeopardy King, spun the wheel.
Narrowly missing "Lose A Turn," he
confidently asked for a "P".
"Sorry,"
Sajak screamed, "no 'P' on this one. 'P's
are infrequent when we have these
international names here." "Chuck" just
sort of laughed and counted a wad of bills
he pulled from rus pocket.
I spun the wheel and guessed a "B".
Vanna/J. J. turned the first letter. A large

amount of money was mine just by
guessing better than the guy next to mr
Sensing that I could do much better, I spur.
again. The wheel passed by the big money
and stopped on . . . BANKRUPT. Vanna
smiled evily nnd snarled something about
creditor rights. I fel t devastated.
The spinnint began again. This time
it didn't stop and I realized i t was my head
and not the wheel. When my head cleared,
I found myself in another studio.
Monte Hall was walking down the
aisle towards me. 'Til give $10,000 to
someone who has a case club book award
on their resume." People, all wearing
grey pinstripe suits, clammered around
him.
Suddenly, Monte pointed at me. "Hey
you, wearing that ridiculous outfit, LET'S
MAKE A DEAL!!" For a moment, I
thought I was still wearing what I had on
for the Tropics party, but glancing down at
myself, I saw I was wearing ''normal"
clothes - funny wing-tipped shoes,
pinstriped pants, and a starched white
shirt. But wait. The Tie. I was wearing

red, not maroon. This was a nightmare.
Mont4! slapped $23,000 i n my band,
"You can have this every year for life and
work regular, sane hours or you can try
your luck behind interviewing rooms 1 2
or 3." Without thinking, I followed C�ro

i

Merrill's beckonings into the Placement
Center's interviewing room 2.
Chuck Woolery sat behind a table
covered with firm resumes, airline
tickets, and American Lawyer firm
evaluations. The sign above his head had
the words "Love Connection" crossed out
and "Firm Connection" written in.
"Our first contestant tonight is a 2nd
year from Michigan Law School who once
drank an entire 1.75 litre bottle ofrum at a
law school function." The truth of that
statement hit me hard and the spins began
again.
Woolery didn't notice how close I was
to losing i t and just stared at my red tie.

Notices-----

-----

Banquet - On Saturday, March 14,
1987, the Hispanic Law Students
Association, together with the Latino
Alumni Network of the University of
Michigan Law School, will host the
Second Annual Hispanic Alumni
Scholarship Banquet at the New Ann
Arbor lJm. The purpose of the banquet is
to raise funds for the Hispanic Alumni

Scholarship Fund.

''Let me play the videotape of the firm
which the audience has picked for you."
A balding, middle-aged man with
horn-rimmed glasses appeared on the
T.V. screen: "We like to say that our
lucrative tax practice makes us l<esa
intense about the number of hours you
work. This summer you'll only work one
hour a week on non-estate tax problems.
Our motto sounds like a beer
commerdal-'Great tax, leas billing."'
"The hangover tomorrow morning
can't be half as bad as this," I thought to
myself as the spinning began again. You
know, it wasn't.

Tickets can be

purchased from 1 OlA Legal Research
(763-0285) , or call Miriam Lopez (9717994) or John Ybarra (747-3758). Ticket
prices are: $17.00 for students; $30.00 for
non-students; and $50.00 for patrons.
Speakers include Michigan alumnus
Professor Jose Bracamonte of the UCLA
Law School and Dora Arechiga, Director
of the Mexican American Legal Defense
and Education Fund (Chicago office).

Late Night 'audge" a Case for Dismissal
continued from pageeight

�atch' but. J�d�e Burns �s 1es� a .ce�t�al
h
te
sb
�o���r;a��s �� th0:' �t�r �����r1��
.

dramas.
The major action revolves
around the attorneys: many of these cases
are, after all, criminal cases the ltind that
made Perry Mason At icus Fi nch
Clarence Darrow a d other fictiona

�

�

t

i

lawyers into popul r heroes.
Make no mistake, however. Superi(Jr
,
£ l a
Court is no Inherit the Wind or r O K'l
Mockingbird. Although the show cl
·

s:nr:�

that each episode is based on a real
(with the names changed to protect both the
innocent and the guilty--nice touch), no
human attorney could conduct these cases
at the breakneck speed imposed by the
Superior Court. Either Judge Burns is

trying to clear his entire docket backlog by
lunchtime, or else each participant in the
trial is provided with amphetamines by the
bailiff.
1 don't know why it is so implausible
to think that criminal or complex civil
trials should take longer than divorces
'
but the thirty-minute limit on cases which
come before theSuperior Court seems more
forced and artificial than does the same
limit in the Diuorce Court (J sometimes

wonder if all these courts aren't in the
same building, and that the judges have
.
lunch and play golf together)
Th ere s
something about seemg a person get sent to
prison for nine years after a trial lasting
.
.
a bout tw � ty·thr �e mmutes (not counti �g
c 8 ) which makes me wonder If
r_ner
.1 l tam
rennan or Thurgood Marshall
Wlll someday be wn't'mg a supreme Court
·

.

��

.

�
�

. .
optmon overturning a Superior Court
conviction.
There should be more
multiple-episode trials, with at least one
program devoted entirely t o watchlng the
att��neys wander around the halls,
wa1t1ng for the jury to return (that, of
course, would require impaneling a jury).
Apart
from
the
inherent
unbelievability of the Superior Court 500
�me tria� s, the show does present some
and
1ntere st1ng
provid es
cases
· .r
l n 10rmat10n to a public yearning to
�sc?�er how the deep-pockets theory oftort
h�h1hty actually works in real life. In
.
.
th1s �espect tt, hke
The People's Court,
c?�tnbutes � palatable lesson in legal and
CIVlC educatton to the viewers. This fact
alone makes Superior Court worthwhile.
RATING: • •
·

THE JUDGE

12:30 a.m. Channel 50

Ju�e: RobertJ. Franklin
This might be the only show which

features an elected judge, something of
undoubtedly little significance except for
the fact that Judge Franklin proclaims
this fa.ct at the top of each show. Perhaps
Judge Franklin (the judge referred to so
prominently in the show's title), like so
many other party hacks who don the
judicial robes, is trying to hide his general
incapacity for the job by boasting of the
people's faith in him. Methinks he doth
protest too much.
Judge Franklin is the clear winner in
the category of sad-eyed jurists. When a
despondent parent or troubled teen takes
the witness stand, Judge Franklin leans
over and listens sympathetically, looking

.
.
.
not so much like a family court Judge as he
does a basset hound in a black dress.
When he gets this way, which is about
.
every
(excluding
three
mu � utes
.
comm�rctals) all t�e Jowls of his face and
neck line u� vertically, and he conveys
such a feehng of weltschmerz that the

viewer wonders if Judge Franklin might
not have some personal stake in the
testimony being p;esented.
.
.
That wouldn t be surpnsmg. The
producers of this show seem to think that
having
the action take place !n family
court gtves th�m an ex�se to mtTo�uce
long-lost r�latt:es and hidden bloodlmes
.
at any P?lnt 1n the pr?ceedmgs. For
example, m one recant eptsode a daughter
found out that h�r father had actually sired
her fiancee, whtch of course would h�ve
thro n a wet rag on the � pcomlng
"7'
marnage had not the daughter s mother
come to the rescue by claiming that her
putative father had nothing to do with her
.
conception.
Rather, the daughter's
fiancee's alleged father (not his natural
father, who, s you remember.' was also
�
the daught.e� s father up until the trial
started) was m fact her real forebear. Got

_all

that? Judge Franklin was remarkably
unflappable throughout this extraordinary
wrangle, and gave a judicial benison to
the happy-but-confused couple at the end of
the show.
h the show lacks a firm grip
A1 :hou g
on reality, these unexpected plot twists do
keep The Judge at least entertaining if not
informative. Whereas The Peopk's Court
can give a potential small cIa1ms court
litigant a good idea of what to expect frQJn
·

and how to prepare for a case, anybody
planning on going into family or probate
court would be well advised to skip The
Judge, unless he or she wants pointers on
when it is advisable to spring long-lost
Aunt Wanda on the court (right before the
last station break is my guess). If you
crave true-to-life courtroom drama,
however, my advice is to look elsewhere.
RATING:
•

Law In The Raw
HELP WANTED
Imagine our surprise when we ran across
he following classified ad in the February
1 , 1987 ABA Journal:
Law in the Raw searches everywhere
to bring you the news.

LAW SCHOOL
DEAN
Creoentials o f teachtng. scholar
shop, protesstonal expenence. and
publtc servtce oppropnate to the
leadershtp of a dtsllngutshed law
school requtre<l.

The Selecuon Commottee woll begm
rcvoewlng applications 1n March

Apply to: Profeuor Th�ore J. Sl.
Antoine. The Unlnnlty ol
Michigan L- SChool, Ann Arbor,
Ml 481�1215.

Tht l'nh�l" <lf. Mk.:hl�n
A non·CI;scnnunatOty.
alhrmttt•e actron employer
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Fe ature

Television Judges R¢�-�aves
By Reid J. Rozen
must be a growing public

There

----

f

Wa� ner treats them all with
condel!censJon and dusda1n, and yet he
lapses inLo moments of sympathy,
understanding, <tnd l'Ven playfullness.
Judge

fnscination with the workings of the
American judiciary--tho evidence is clear

nnd convincing and on television' four
Limes a day.
1 refer to the Hreal life" half-hour
shows which present contemporary tales
ns

they unfold in our nation"s courtrooms.

The viewer gets to see the denouement of

each sLoT)' without having to bother with the
antecedent developments. The real beauty
of these programs is that they are the
distillation

of

drama--there

is

no

building
conflict,
no
gradually
heightening tension, no bothersome
foreshadowing.

It's the fifth net of an

Judge Wapnl'r is

n many-faceted jurist.
Doug Llewelyn (hopefully no relatio�
to Karl) is, on the other hand, a U�lH1s
dimensiOnal color commentator.
presence has become so familiar that there

I

I

�

must be people out here in the real world
who expect somebody to interview t e�
upon leaving small clatms court, as 1f It

/

I

part of the normal procedure.
Llewelyn"s part in the show, like a mote in
one"s eye, is small but irritating.
Judge Wapner, however, is definitely
were

J

the star, and he d1rects lhe procee<lings
from his bench like an accomplished
symphony conductor leads an orchestra

Elizabethan tragedy, over and over again.

Also, the trial gives the producers a
plausible way of relating all the pertinent

from his podium. The adrenalin starts
flowing as soon as he says those magical

events in a narrative fashion, thereby
saving money on additional sets or
location shots.
With so much going for them, is it any
wonder that the airwaves are lousy with
courtroom dramas. In the Detroit market

words: "I know you've been sworn, sir,
and l have read your complaint."" That

I

starts the exhilarating roller coaster ride

ofjuri�<prudence which ends only with the
drop of the Wapnerian gavel.

I've always been amazed at the

alone,
this
genre
i s generously
represented by four shows. This figure
doesn't inelude such efforts asL.A.

wi1Jingness

Law or

businessmen

Inherent accuracy or dramatic content, at
least admit to a world outside the

People'.� Court

Matlock,

Rather, the criteri a for

inclusion in this select group is: 1) limited
aetting--90% of the action must take place
in a courtroom; 2) time-the judge must
reach a decision within thirty minutes,
• 1udi"ng commercials; and 3) the law in
mc
your state may vary.
Here then are the shows, along with

my entirely subjective ratings:
••••

ExceUent. A show which has

all the elements of a good drama-conflict,
pathos, art, irony, the workings of chance

and grim fate, and dog food commercials.
•• •

Good. An interesting story and

believable acting make up for deficiencies
in standard legal procedure.
• • Fai r. Like the Supreme Court, it
has its good days and its bad days.
•

Poor.

The actors flunked out of

ncting school, the director flunked out of
directing school, and the legal consultant
flunked out of... well, you know where.
My ratings are, of course, entirely
subjective, and could be different in your

jurisdiction.

The

time

and

station

listings are provided for each show, so that
you can "'judge"' them for yourself.
DIVORCE COURT

�:00

p.m. Channel2

Well, the announcer, at the end of the

program, calmly explains that the law on
Divorce Court is an "amalgam of the laws
of all fifty states." It is abundantly clear,

however, lhat this particular court i s
located in a state without no-fault <livorce
laws. With grim regularity reminiscent

of Dante's Inferno, each married couple
who seek a divorce in this mythical
jurisdiction must pass before the stern

glare of Judge William Keene, there to
spend thirty minutes in hell.
Judge

Keene,

who by now

The jury is in, and the winners arc (from left to right) Rusty the Bail.i.JI, Judge Wapne.r,

and Doug Llewellyn.

has

especially

businesswomen

witnessed an endless parade of weepy
l1'ti"gants• 1"s almost half way out of the
Court. as soon as that mamcal
phrase..
., .
"seeks a <livorce on the grounds of mental
and Phys).cal cruelty• and adultery" (the
only grounds upon which divorce has been
granted in this jurisdiction)--is intoned.

attorneys by a private investigator. These

reports conta1'n incrim1'nating pieces of
as photocrr
o· n phs, hotel
credit card receipts, and

evidence, such
registers,

b1'rthmarks, and generally reduce one of
the spouses to tears and also, as we learn
when Judge Keene returns with his

now, and I want to finish it today," says

verdict, penury.
Not every

indicating that, whereas most contested

rather a hit-and-miss type of affair.

"I will hear the case of Smith v . Smith

the harried Keene at the top of each show,

divorces can take weeks to unravel, the
s
n
a
e
.
t
g f
h
o
J dg
planned for the afternoon.

�:: �: � : bs:::d � ug�� ��:::��
The format of each trial is pre<lictable:

as certain as the night follows the day,

episode

follows

this

scenario, however, and so Divorce Court is
Furthermore,

Judge

Keene

�

a) ways

;

prefaces his v rdi'cts �th so�e ex crab e
�
pun or moral IStic dnvel wh 1ch, o thIS
reviewers taste, is something like a hot

fudge sundae topped with a red marble·

Hard and unsntisfying. Be that as it may,
:
0
8
i

::�/��r:;:� �� :: ;:: � �� � � �;:;�: � :�: ::::� �; ;��� :
h
: e .
e d
th e shows m th'IS genre imp1y that th ere
might be a witness shortage in America,
o

·

as hapless litigants are allotted only one
or two per case.

The witnesses who show up in Judge

Keene"s court, however, make up for their
of observation. The truly striking, and in
fact frightening, aspect ofDiuorce Court is

the number of independently verified

episodes of marital infidelity. Either the

adulterers on this show are shamelessly
immodest,

or

maladroit

at

Jiasons.

The

universally

else

are

concealing

witnesses

commended

hopelessly
their
are
for

illicit
to

be

their

boundless curiosity--they make this show
a happening.
The good episodes ofDiuorce Court are

0

er

t, a

d

plenty of tantalizing fun for the average
video voyeur.
RATING:

•••

5:.30 p.m.. Channel 2

? Like the Rose Bowl, it's

the gran daddy of them all, the premier
courtroom

(although Divorce

verite

poor stiffs invite both financial ruin and
public humiliation. And not just your
ordinary,
run-of-the-mill
type
humiliation, but rather a brief yet intense
nation-wide humiliation--a transcendent

type of humiliation born of the television
age.

Perhaps this explains the nation's

obsession with The People's Co urt--it's
almost

like

watching a

the

grim

fascination

of

train wreck or a person

leaping from a window ledge.

It"s scary,

but at the same time weirdly captivating.
In this sense, it's comparable to the legal
profession as a whole And maybe that's
.
why The People"s Court is so popular.
RATING:

••••

SUPERIOR COURT
7:30 p.m. Channel 2

Judge: William D. Burns, Jr.

area of the law.

What more can be said about The

life

practices and shoddy products have been
exposed to a nation-wide audience. These

programs:

Judge: J080ph Wapner

real

Unlike

One good thing about these four
they each concentrate on one

THE PEOPLE'S COURT

People's Court

as defendants.

other courtroom dramas, there exists a
world outside the courtroom doors, and it
exists for those people who have to go out
and conduct businesses after their shady

- -

limited numbers by their limitless powers

Judee: William Keene

people,

and

(businesspersons in toto) to appear on The

which, regardless of their

courthouse.

of

program

Court had been on

during the golden age of television, its
resurrection is due to the popularity of The

People's Court). Judge Joseph Wapner has
become more than a crotchety old retired
California superior court judge--he has
become a cultural icon, a symbol of stern,
fair, and swift justice.

The cases are real, the litigants are

capped off by an 0. Henry-esque surprise

not actors, and the studio is filled with law

revelation, usually handed to one of the

students hoping to pick up a few poin�rs.

Superior Court handles

those cases too big for The People's Court:

the criminal prosecutions, the whopper
civil trials, and sundry other matters--all
without a jury! Apparently the added cost
of twelve jurors would have really queered
the show"s budget.

Thjs minor point,

however, is overlooked by the participants,

who seem especially eager to have their
cases decided by Judge Burns alone.

The truly scary thing about Judge
Burns, I noticed right away, is that he

bears an uncanny resemblance to our own
Doug Kahn.

This

coincidence might

make the show particularly taxing to
see LATE NIGHf page 7

